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1.

PRESENTATION OF THE CEI UAM+CSIC

1.1

Promoters of the CEI UAM+CSIC

The Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (UAM) was founded in 1968. It has 34,318 students,
2,454 professors and researchers and 1,050 other staff working in administration and services.
Its current Cantoblanco and Medicine campuses have an extension of about 621.000 m2,
171.000 of which have not yet been built. According to the most important international
ranking scores (ARWU, THES, CHE, U. Leiden, HEEACT), the UAM is one of Spain’s best
universities, always scoring among the 125 best universities in Europe and the 300 best
universities in the world. As a consequence of steps taken within the CEI UAM+CSIC Strategic
Plan, our goals are that by 2015 the UAM will be placed among the 100 best universities in
the world and among the 50 best universities in Europe.
The Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC) is a state agency dependent on the
Ministry for Science and Innovation. It is the most important public research body in Spain. It
has over 15,000 people and 126 centres, as well as 145 associated units throughout Spain’s
autonomous communities. On the Campus of the Autónoma the CSIC has four of its own
institutes and five joint UAM-CSIC institutes, at which over 2,000 researchers work. According
to the SCImago Institutions Ranking, the CSIC is the eleventh most important research
institution in the world. The CSIC is the institution that obtains the most funding from Spain’s
National R+D Plan. It is also the leader in Spain and the fourth European institution getting
more funding from the VI Framework Program (100.5M€ in 2002-2006)
1.2

Other actors

The Parque Científico de Madrid is one of Spain’s most important scientific parks, and it is
jointly sponsored by, amongst others, the UAM, the CSIC, the Autonomous Community of
Madrid and Madrid’s City Council. It has over 20,000 m2 dedicated to incubating new business
ideas and providing the most advanced R+D+i services. It has a high level of occupation and
sustained demand across different areas, being home to over 100 companies and institutions.
The Institutos Madrileños de Estudios Avanzados (IMDEAs) are the institutional framework
that the Community of Madrid has established to foster Madrid’s scientific development. They
combine public and private backing and target part of their research towards market demands,
encouraging the private sector to participate in shaping and designing science. The IMDEAs for
Nanoscience, Food and Social Sciences are associated with the CEI UAM+CSIC. Other research
centres that will collaborate are the Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Oncológicas (CNIO),
the Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Cardiovasculares (CNIC) and the Centro de
Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y Tecnológicas (CIEMAT).
The CEI UAM+CSIC is located in the centre of a group of cities that make up an area of high
socio-economic development, well-being and quality of life. These councils, also associated to
the CEI proposal, are, in alphabetical order:


Alcobendas: Surface area: 45 km2

Population: 107,514 inhab.

Alcobendas is a city with a high level of facilities and services. It is also an important
centre of economic activity that is home to over 900 companies working in services,
clean industry and distribution.
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Colmenar Viejo:

Surface area: 182.6 km2

Population: 42,649 inhab.

A Municipality that is growing steadily, and on that recently launched the “City of
Knowledge” project, a major technological complex that will facilitate the union of
science and the corporate sphere, with an expected investment of 750 million euros
over the next 10 years.


Madrid:

Surface area: 605.8 km2

Population: 3,213,271 inhab.

A major city in terms of technology and infrastructure, home to top national and
international companies and institutions, with the biggest concentration of companies
in Spain.


Miraflores de la Sierra: Surface area: 56.56 km2

Population: 5,811 inhab.

Municipality in the midst of the Sierra de Guadarrama, a privileged natural
environment.


San Sebastián de los Reyes: Surface area: 58.7 km2

Population: 72,414 inhab.

Municipality that has undergone a lot of development over recent years, with over
3,000 companies working out of its six industrial estates.


Tres Cantos: Surface area:

38 km2

Population: 40,606 inhab.

Municipality with one of the largest per capita income in Spain and a highly educated
population, which is experiencing major development in an area of great
environmental and natural value, with very strong company clusters in Biopharma,
ICTs or food.
Besides these cities, several important company clusters exist near the Campus, such as the
Campo de las Naciones-Ifema-Manoteras or the C District-Las Tablas parks in Madrid North,
the Moraleja, Arroyo de la Vega and Valdelacasa parks in Alcobendas, the Madrid
Technological Park in Tres Cantos and the Biotechnology and Knowledge Cities to be
developed in Tres Cantos and Colmenar Viejo respectively. All of them are very active
industrial places and host many leading Spanish companies, particularly in biotechnology or
informatics and communications.
The corporate bodies in its surrounding area also associated with the CEI UAM+CSIC, are:


ACENOMA Association of Entrepreneurs in the Northern Zone of Madrid. The
association brings together over 450 members from a wide variety of sectors, all of
whom carry out their activity within the territorial scope of the northern zone of the
Community of Madrid. A founding member of the Madrid Confederation of
Businesses, CEIM-CEOE, it is also a board member of the Official Madrid Chamber of
Commerce and Industry.



AICA Association of Entrepreneurs and Business Professionals of Alcobendas, with
over 700 associated companies spread out over 6 industrial parks. They represent a
wide variety of sectors, with a special role being played by biotechnology and the ITC
sector.



ASEYACOVI Association of Entrepreneurs, Business Professionals and Self-Employed
Professionals of Colmenar Viejo. Represents over 230 companies from a wide variety
of sectors, distributed over 3 industrial parks in Colmenar Viejo.
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1.3

FEMAN
Association of Entrepreneurs of Tres Cantos. Made up of about 200
companies, including major international companies, working mainly in the
biotechnology, ITC and aerospace sectors.
Geographic location

At the current time the UAM+CSIC Campus is made up of the following components:


The Cantoblanco Campus: situated in the northern part of the city of Madrid, at the
juncture of the 607 and 616 highways, it is home to seven Faculties belonging to the
UAM, four CSIC institutes, five joint UAM+CSIC institutes, three IMDEA institutes of the
Community of Madrid (Nanoscience, Food and Social Sciences) and the Parque
Científico de Madrid. As a whole, it is one of the biggest aggregate research centres in
Europe.



The Medicine campus: made up of the Faculty of the same name belonging to the
UAM and the Instituto de Investigaciones Biomédicas “Alberto Sols” (IIBM), a joint
UAM+CSIC centre. It is in the north of Madrid, 100 metres from the Hospital
Universitario de la Paz, one of the 6 University Hospitals associated with the UAM, and
less than one km away from two first class international research centres connected to
the Instituto de salud Carlos III, the Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Oncológicas
(CNIO) and the Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Cardiovasculares (CNIC) also
associated with the CEI proposal.
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Geographic location and surrounding area of the CEI UAM+CSIC.

Moreover, the Campus UAM+CSIC is also intended to be a Global Campus, thanks to its many
active partnerships with universities and institutions across the world. These agreements have
guided the development of specific student and professor mobility programs and international
research programs, making possible joint study programs and degrees with several European
universities and the UAM’s participation in the Sino-European Law School in Beijing. Of
particular relevance is also the 4U Alliance, where the UAM is associated with Barcelona’s
Universidad Autónoma and Universidad Pompeu Fabra and the Universidad Carlos III in
Madrid, for a wide range of actions, making the 4U alliance a milestone in Spanish university
collaboration.
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Finally, UAM’s global presence will be reinforced by its recent integration as a member of
IAUGB (International Association of University Governing Bodies), an organization aimed at
sharing experiences and best practices relating to Higher Education Institutions governance
and their indicators, strategic planning, risk management, transparency, accountability, and
the relationship between the University and its environment in terms of economic, social and
cultural development. This integration will allow the UAM establish relationships with top
level Universities in the US, UK and Canada, among other countries, in order to promote
exchange programs for students, professors and researchers.

1.4

Situation Analysis of the CEI UAM+CSIC Campus

1.4.1

Research

The UAM is one of the leading research universities in Spain with a large number of
multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary high quality projects in a variety of areas that include
Law, Humanities and Social sciences, Economics, Psychology, Physics, Chemistry, Biology and
Medicine, Biodiversity and Environment, Computer and Telecommunication Engineering
among others. More than 300 registered research groups work in these areas, most of them
among the best in Spain on their fields and many are also very competitive internationally.
In addition, research in the UAM has been largely reinforced by its long-standing collaboration
with the Spanish Research Council (CSIC). Currently, the UAM+CSIC campus hosts a large
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number of scientists from UAM and CSIC that carry out a highly competitive world–class
research in three main areas:
1. Nanoscience and Materials
2. Biotechnology and Biomedicine
3. Theoretical Physics and Mathematics
These areas, whose activity within the CEI program has been endorsed by the Nobel prizewinners in Physics Sheldon Glashow and Martinus Veltman, in Chemistry John Walker and the
Fields medallist Charles Fefferman, are briefly described next.
Nanoscience and Materials
The location at the UAM+CSIC campus of Cantoblanco of four major Research Institutes in the
area of Nanoscience and Materials and four competitive infrastructures essential for
experimental research, highlights its present importance as the physical location of a large
fraction of the excellence in this field of research in our country. The four major research
centres, are 1) Instituto Universitario de Ciencia de Materiales Nicolás Cabrera (INC, UAM). The
scientific activity of the 25 groups at the INC is reflected during the last 10 years (1999-2009) in
more than 3,400 publications in ISI journals, with more than 42,000 citations and an H-index of
77. 2) Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid (ICMM, CSIC) Over the last five years the
scientist at ICMM have published more than 1500 reports in ISI journals, with an average
impact factor of 2.75 and an H-index of 69.3). 3) Two other excellent CSIC research centres
working in this area and located in the Cantoblanco Campus are the Instituto de Cerámica y
Vidrio and the Instituto de Catálisis y Petroleoquímica.
In addition, in the UAM+CSIC campus are located four important infrastructures, 1) Centro de
Microanálisis de Materiales (UAM): This centre is equipped with the largest ion accelerator in
Spain featuring facilities to analyse the structure and composition of materials and modify its
properties by implantation of selected ions. 2) Segainvex: a well-equipped and skilled
mechanical workshop with plenty of experience in designing and constructing first-rate
advanced experimental equipment and sophisticated instruments, from cryostats to scanning
tunnelling microscopes. 3) SIDI: The Servicio Interdepartamental de Investigación is a shared
facility of analysis and characterization of organic and inorganic materials from molecules to
solids which provides services to users from all the mentioned Institutes. It is equipped with
most modern techniques mastered by motivated technicians. 4) CCC. The Centre for Scientific
Computation is equipped with powerful computing systems and allocates computer time for
different projects on a strictly competitive basis. It is located at the Facultad de Ciencias.
The concentration of talent in Nanoscience in the area of Madrid and specifically at the
UAM+CSIC campus in Cantoblanco is reflected not only by the fact that the absolute majority
of the groups belonging to Nanospain, the Spanish open network of nanoscience and
nanotechnology (41 out of 60, with the next geographical region having only 13), are located in
the campus, but by the fact that 9 of the 20 (4 out of the first 7) most relevant condensed
matter physicists (h factor above 32) belong to the institutions aggregated in the CEI proposal.
A key agent in the Campus efforts in Nanoscience will be the Instituto Madrileño de Estudios
Avanzados (IMDEA) in Nanoscience.

Life Sciences: Biotechnology, Biomedicine and Food Science
CEI UAM+CSIC Description of the Strategic Plan
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The UAM+CSIC campus hosts the largest scientific community in Spain (and one of the largest
in Europe) devoted to Biology, in particular to Biomedicine and Biotechnology. The Bio
UAM+CSIC campus (BUC) is integrated by scientific staff of UAM, CSIC and several hospitals
associated to the UAM. The BUC is involved not only in generating science and technology of
the highest level, but also in disseminating their findings through a large number of tutorials,
master’s courses and workshops. The Bio UAM+CSIC campus (BUC) comprises four major
research centres, the CBMSO (Centro de Biologia Molecular Severo Ochoa), CNB (Centro
Nacional de Biotecnologia), IIBM (Instituto de Investigaciones Biomédicas Alberto Sols) and the
School of Medicine and departments of its associated university hospitals: La Paz (HULP),
Puerta de Hierro (HUPH), La Princesa (HUPR), Niño Jesús (HNJ) and Santa Cristina (HSC) and the
Jiménez Díaz Foundation (FJD). Two of the research centres were created by a joint effort of
the UAM and CSIC (CBMSO and IIBM) and, although the CNB is a CSIC institute, its scientists
are heavily interwoven in the scientific and teaching activities that take place on the campus.
The BUC generates more scientific publications than any other research site in Spain. Over the
last five years, the 300 groups at the BUC have published 6150 reports in ISI Journals, with an
average impact factor of 4.2. A significant number of BUC scientists are among the top leaders
in their specific field (top national H-index), which gives an idea of the quality of the scientific
work carried out at the BUC and of its influence on the international community. Scientists at
the BUC are a reference at the national level in many research lines, most of which having a
clear biomedical and biotechnological edge. Over the last five years, BUC scientists have
obtained more than 220 M€ in projects, 30 M€ of which derive from grants of the VI and VII
European Union Framework Programs. This gives an overview of the potential of the BUC and
demonstrates that the science generated at the BUC attracts international funds and competes
with other European centres.
In addition to its well-recognised activity in Biology and Biomedicine since 1996 the UAM has
stimulated the development of a strategic area in the Food and Nutrition field that offers
enormous opportunities of scientific and economic development, and it can contribute a great
social benefit by improving the population's health. With this aim, the UAM has built specific
facilities for research and teaching Food Science and Nutrition, has established undergraduate
and graduate studies, has developed national and international programs of research,
transferred processes and products and finally, it has created technology based companies,
spin-offs of the research group in Food Sciences. CSIC, PCM and the Comunidad de Madrid-CM
also participate in the project. These organisms have created an institute UAM+CSIC of
research in food sciences the Instituto Mixto de Investigación en Ciencias de la AlimentaciónCIAL. In addition, the Instituto Madrileño de Estudios Avanzados en Alimentación-IMDEA Food
(Madrid Institute for Advanced Studies on Food) is a new Institute of Excellence in Food
Research created by the Madrid Regional Government (Comunidad de Madrid) that is also
located in the UAM.
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Life Sciences at the CEI UAM+CSIC

Theoretical Physics and Mathematics
Theoretical Physics in the CEI UAM+CSIC is represented by the Department of Theoretical
Physics (DFT), and the Institute of Theoretical Physics (IFT), which is a joint UAM+CSIC Institute
and half of its members are also members of the DFT. Both develop research on Particle
Physics, Astroparticles and Cosmology, and the DFT includes in addition experimental Particle
Physics (mainly LHC), Astrophysics, Nuclear Physics, Neuroscience and others.
Mathematics is represented by the Department of Mathematics (DM) and the Institute of
Mathematical Sciences (ICMAT), which is a joint institute UAM+CSIC that counts also with
participation of the Carlos III and Complutense Universities. Both IFT and ICMAT will be soon
housed in a new building in the Campus.
The groups mentioned are research leaders in Spain with high-level international recognition,
as these indicators of excellence show:
CEI UAM+CSIC Description of the Strategic Plan
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Theoretical Physics





An outstanding average of 3082 citations/researcher and h-index of 26.6 for the IFT, and
about 5000 cites/researcher for the DFT (which includes experimentalists) with global hindex over 200 (www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/).
A recent h-index ranking shows that in “Physics of Particles and Fields” 4 out of the first 8
positions correspond to IFT members (2 from CSIC and 2 from UAM, with one of the latter
holding the absolute first position.) ( indice-h.webcindario.com)
The CSIC survey of research impact (2000-2006) places IFT first among the 22 physics
institutes in Spain. Also, the IFT Strategic Plan 2010-2013 was evaluated by an
international scientific panel, and classified first in the area of Physics within CSIC.
These leading positions of the DFT/IFT in Spain correspond to a quality similar to most of
the reference research centres in Europe and USA. This is confirmed by the following
recent statement of the 1999 Nobel Prize winner, M. Veltman: “I see them *the Theor.
Physics Group at UAM] as one of the best in Europe (or in the world for that matter)."

Mathematics








The DM ranks either first among the Dpts of Mathematics in Spain in different indicators.
Out of 22 Spanish scientists in the list of ISI Highly Cited, 2 of them are members of the
DM, and they have also received the two only National Research Prizes granted to
Mathematicians (2003 and 2007). Some members of the DM have been plenary speakers
in major world events.
The average impact factor (AIF) of the close to 300 articles published in the last 3 years is
equivalent to AIF of the 40 best international mathematical journals. In the same period, at
least 32 of the publications of the DM are in the superior decil of the impact index.
In the last 5 years IPs from the DM have obtained around 100 research projects in open
competitive calls.
The ICMAT has the biggest impact factor in ISI publications of Spain, comparable to the
most outstanding European universities and it has passed two international evaluations of
its strategic plans 2005-2009 and 2010-2013 with the highest qualifications. Besides, the
Institute has the two only ERC Starting Spanish Grants in Mathematics.
DM and ICMAT have got more than 20% of the Ramón y Cajal (RyC) positions in
Mathematics in the last 10 years.

International dimension and Teaching
Theoretical Physics




Most DFT/IFT publications are made in collaboration with researchers abroad. The group is
the Spanish node of 4 EU networks (ITN) and has strong links to the leading centres
abroad.
Four members are editors of the leading international journals. Several are regularly
plenary speakers in the main world conferences. Also remarkable is the presence of 8
tenured females, out of which 4 are full professors (“catedráticas”).
The scientific Staff reflects the internationalization. E.g. four out of the last six permanent
positions allocated went to foreigners; the same holds for eight out of twelve Ramón y
Cajal researchers incorporated. About 200 foreigners apply each year to our postdoc
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positions, and only 25% of our present postdocs are Spaniards. Besides, virtually all visitors
–which often include Nobel Prize winners - are from abroad.
The DFT/IFT master and doctorate programs have a very high reputation abroad. For
instance, the German “Centre for Higher Education Development” has selected the UAM
physics group as one of the 24 best for master education – among 215 institutions. Also,
our doctoral students often receive postdoc offers from the top world institutions, right
after completing their PhD.

Mathematics







The DM maintains international cooperation relations, both educational and research
ones, with around 40 European and American universities, including strong ties to the
most prominent ones, like Princeton and Paris. The DM/ICMAT participates also in several
EU Research Networks.
The Colloquium of the Department has invited in the last two years many of the main
international mathematicians, including several Fields Medals.
The DM participates in 11 degrees, most of them adapted to the EHEA, demonstrating
great attraction power. It has several international agreements with outstanding campuses
in Maths, and has been awarded the highly competitive Program UE-US Atlantis
"Excellence in Analysis and PDEs".
The graduate studies in Mathematics of the UAM have been classified in the excellence
group among the 20 better European programs by the German organization CHE
Excellence Ranking 2007/08 http://www.excellenceranking.org/eusid/EUSID. In the
combined call of the Spanish and French ministries, the combined program with Paris was
selected among the 4 called excellent.

Social Sciences, Legal Science and Humanities
On the other hand, and as mentioned above, the UAM also carries out important scientific
activity in several strategic areas. Special mention should go to Social Sciences, Law and the
Humanities, which account for more than 50% of the teaching staff at the UAM and which
have important University Research Institutes (Women’s Studies; Economic Forecasting;
Knowledge Administration and Corporate Innovation; Educational Science; Local Law;
Migration, Ethnicity and Local Development, the Court in Europe; the Rights and Needs of
Infancy). Besides these eight Institutes, there are also almost 150 research groups that are
officially registered as such by the University itself and the IMDEA Social Sciences centre of the
Community of Madrid. However, the potential of these large and select human resources is
not fully taken advantage of, because of the huge diversity of research projects that are not
coordinated between each other. That is why one of the priorities of the UAM is to bring
together all of these efforts, as well as the critical mass of infrastructure, research and training
available.
1.4.2

Teaching

During the 2008-2009 academic year the UAM had about 28,000 undergraduate students,
4,500 post-graduate students and almost 2,000 students in lifelong education. In a 1-to-5
scale, the satisfaction level of UAM’s students is a quite high 3.85 and the average score in a 1-
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to-10 scale in the university admission tests of the new UAM students is 6,73, among the
highest in Spain.
Naturally, a significant proportion of its students come from its area of influence but about
3,300 (over 10%) hail from outside of the Community of Madrid, and there is a growing
number of international students: in the 2008-2009 academic year, over 2,400 foreign
students studied at the UAM, of which about 1,000 were regular students of the University
and 1,400 were taking part in mobility programs through the UAM, over 70% of these being
Erasmus students. On the other hand, about 1,000 UAM students take part in mobility
programs with other universities, 82% of them within the Erasmus program.
The academic offering has a very general and wide nature and goes from the humanities and
social and educational sciences to experimental and health sciences, not forgetting about
Engineering, IT and Telecommunications studies. Almost all of the UAM’s own degrees have
already been adapted to the framework of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA). The
transition from the old degrees to the new ones has not required major changes to the
academic courses on offer or to their organization, mainly because the UAM’s degrees, with
just a few exceptions, have had a four-year organization for some time now. For this reason,
we confidently expect that the EHEA transition will not be excessively difficult and that, on the
other hand, the advantages of the new organisation will soon become evident, leading to
improved performance scores, particularly in terms of a lower drop-out rate (23%) and higher
percentage of students who complete their studies in the expected time period (67%).
In a university like the UAM that prides itself on its research, graduate studies must be a high
priority. Currently the UAM offers 57 official Masters and 39 of its Ph.D. programs have
received a quality mention from the Education Ministry. The UAM grants about 400 Ph.D.
degrees every year.

1.4.3

Technology and Knowledge Transfer

The Technology and Knowledge Transfer is, as far as the Campus is concerned, a service to
society and a contribution to social well-being and sustainable development. At the base of
this is the very large UAM and CSICs research activity described before. Furthermore, although
with separate ownership and legal status, we should also point out the presence on the
Cantoblanco campus of the Instituto de Ingeniería del Conocimiento (IIC), whose promoters
are, besides the UAM, the Banco Santander, IBM España and the electric company Unión
Fenosa. The institute has over 20 years’ active experience in R+D+i.
Another important transfer element is the Fundación Parque Científico de Madrid (PCM),
which has its headquarters and several incubation projects on the Campus, and which is
sponsored by the UAM, the CSIC, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, the CIEMAT, the
Madrid Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Banco de Santander, the Comunidad de Madrid
and Madrid’s City Council. Through its Corporate and Technological Development Units, the
PCM is currently home to over 130 knowledge and technology-based companies and it
provides scientific services to over 700 institutions and research groups.
Thus, we have a privileged research environment and, at the same time, an enormous
potential for transfer, which generally follows a flow that begins with the contracts that
research groups can sign with given companies. When successful transfer happens
continuously in time, they can lead to companies that receive supporting consultancy prior to
CEI UAM+CSIC Description of the Strategic Plan
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their establishment and development support within an incubation framework until they
finally become companies with a technological basis that are autonomous and independent of
the University.
This flow relies on specific Transfer Instruments and Agents. The first to note are the
University-Company Contracts (more than 1,100 in 2008 for the UAM, for a total amount of 22
million Euros, to which the CSIC activity at the Campus adds another 12 million Euros), the
Sponsored Company Chairs (more than 20 at the present time), the UAM Licenses and Patents
(with 26 applications to UAM and 42 to CSIC in 2008) and the UAM-Corporate Association
Agreements for participation in R+D+I projects of small and medium-sized companies from the
Campus area of influence.
At the same time there are three well defined Transfer Agents on Campus, the UAM and CSIC
Oficinas de Transferencia de Resultados de la Investigación (OTRIs), institutional channels for
supporting researchers and interested companies, the Centro de Iniciativas Emprendedoras
(CIADE), which gives support to both teaching and research staff and UAM students in all
phases of an entrepreneurial process, and the already mentioned Parque Científico de Madrid.
These agents, backed by other structures within the University, such as the Fundación General
de la UAM and its Social Council, make up a powerful channel for Technology and Knowledge
Transfer, with a leading activity in Spain in terms of both volume and importance.

1.4.4

Campus Model

The location of the Campus UAM+CSIC can be considered to be privileged given that, besides
its already mentioned setting within a high quality of life and socio-economic development
surroundings, it is also placed in an area of great environmental value, near protected nature
reserves, such as the Monte del Pardo, the Valdelatas or Viñuelas forests and the Cuenca Alta
del Manzanares Regional Park. It is also an area with a great potential for expansion to the
north, around El Goloso.
We should also point out that the Campus UAM+CSIC is very well connected by road (M-607
and M-616 highways), by local train service (with a frequency of service similar to that of the
Madrid Metro) and by means of several different bus lines. It is also a short distance from
Barajas Airport and the major train station of Chamartín.
The geographical setting of the campus, together with the fact that it is just 15 km away from
the centre of the city of Madrid and only 4-5 kilometers away from the Fuencarral, Monte
Carmelo or Las Tablas boroughs or the cities of Tres Cantos, Alcobendas and San Sebastián de
los Reyes, means that it works as an urban ecosystem that has generated its own mechanisms
for dealing with the resources that it consumes, and the waste it creates. An example of this is
the fact that the campus has its own efficient waste management system, as well as a water
treatment plant that provides enough water to irrigate the green zones every year.
The Campus also has a clear commitment to sustainability and respect for the environment, as
demonstrated by the replanting of 25,000 trees with which we have surpassed the ratio of 1:1
trees per person in the UAM community, which means that we are compensating for about
67% of the emissions created by the air transport linked to the activity of the Campus
UAM+CSIC. The Campus is also one of the first in Spain to make a strong commitment on the
use of renewable energies.
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At the present time the Campus UAM+CSIC has three students residences, one in Madrid and
two on the Cantoblanco campus. One of these, the Colegio Mayor “Juan Luis Vives”, recently
received the cermi.es Prize for 2009, an annual award made every year by the Spanish
Committee for the Representation of Handicapped People. On this occasion the award
recognised the ongoing support given by the Colegio Mayor to students with disabilities that
prevented normal access to the university facilities. This is an important area for the UAM,
whose Program for Attending to the Handicapped has gone from providing support to 43
students in 2003 to 79 students in 2009. The University also coordinates the APUNTATE
program, which provides support to people with intellectual handicap, and with which five
other Spanish universities collaborate. Also, since 2004, the University has been cooperating
with Fundación PRODIS in a program to help the intellectually handicapped to join the
workforce, achieving a success rate of 97%.

1.5

Key Issues for the future

From the situational analysis, it can be concluded that the UAM+CSIC campus is very well
placed to become an International Campus of Excellence:


It has the support of the key players in the process, both internally, as shown by the
agreements with the Faculties’ governing boards and externally, demonstrated by
specific collaboration agreements.



It is placed in a privileged social, economic and environmental setting.



Its graduates are valued by the business world and its postgraduate courses are
becoming internationalized at a growing rate.



It has internationally recognized key research areas and a large technology transfer
capability, thanks to the joint initiatives of the two promoters of the plan and the
support of the Parque Científico de Madrid.



It has a solid track record in the area of economic-financial management.

At the same time, a closer look also shows the key issues that the Strategic Plan needs to
tackle:


The need for policies that reinforce and give international attention to the core areas
of strategic research, that will make them the main engine of scientific activity on the
campus, and will lead to their greater integration (Interdisciplinary NANO-BIO-INFOCOGNO)



The Innovation and the quality assurance in learning processes and in the teaching
spaces within the framework of the EHEA, thus promoting internationalization and
mobility.



The improvement of the Campus international visibility as a reference centre in
teaching and research.



The transformation of the campus into a University City, that will provide the
necessary services and activities to the entire community present on campus.



The leadership in the economic and social development of the surrounding area,
through the coordination of the transfer of technology and know-how to the
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community, as well as through joint infrastructure, activities, solidarity and
environmental projects.
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2.

VISION OF THE CEI UAM+CSIC 2015

2.1

From the UAM+CSIC Campus to the 2015 Campus

The Cantoblanco Campus was born in 1968 as a model separated from the capital, which
suffered an intended isolation from its socio-urban environment. This involved a harmful
discontinuity between the University and the surrounding populations, and brought with it the
consequence of projecting a negative image to the outside world: the campus as a sort of
private ghetto to be controlled and perhaps isolated.
The UAM has gradually overcome this scenario of partial segregation that it suffered for
decades, and intends to transform itself into a kernel campus with a centralizing effect,
completely interconnected with the social and urban reality of its extensive surroundings. The
overall consequence of this strategy will be that the UAM+CSIC project takes the shape of a
Didactic Campus, a new principle of which he UAM may be a paradigm that become
synonymous with the establishment of synergies between university, cities and territory,
increasing their active presence in reciprocal spaces, where innovation can be promoted.
The renewed and important role played by the UAM+CSIC campus, as provider of sociallyorientated infrastructure on a territorial scale, together with the previously described
aggregations, naturally come to a view of the CEI UAM+CSIC from three different perspectives:


The kernel Campus, that corresponds with its current configuration.



The 2015 Territorial Campus, that represents the territorial projection of the kernel
campus, over the area of Madrid north.



The global Campus, the result of the development of current global alliances, the
internationalization of the CEI UAM+CSIC foreseen in its strategic plan and its focus on
knowledge integration, aggregated efforts and transfer of research results.

The CEI UAM+CSIC Project therefore wants to be a big qualitative leap in the strategic
aggregation of the current UAM+CSIC campus stakeholders, with the objective of attaining an
internationally recognised Territorial Campus by 2015, conceived as the assembly and
structured interrelation of diverse agents, mainly the UAM and CSIC, but also other relevant
research centres, the Comunidad de Madrid, the nearby Town Councils, business and social
organizations, a Campus committed to the leadership of the social, economic and cultural
development of northern Madrid, with its kernel in a University City that sets an example with
its social commitment, respect for the environment, its living conditions and its commitment
to sustainability.
This project has to be built around two key items:


The CEI UAM+CSIC Strategic Plan, that includes all the objectives on the 2015 horizon
that are shared by everyone involved in the project, together with a set of actions that
will contribute to achieving those objectives.



The model of governance, with a CEI UAM+CSIC Consortium for the coordinated
management of the aggregated material resources, together with a second entity with
an as yet undetermined legal status, responsible for the definition and execution of
those transversal actions foreseen in the plan that, due their CEI UAM+CSIC specificity,
require a particular type of decision environment.
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2.2

2015 Campus Strategic Aggregation

The central point of the different European initiatives on Campus Excellence is to achieve
improved quality and the internationalization of universities through joint efforts. The CEI
UAM+CSIC fully shares the ideas that the program is an instrument for identifying joint
projects and, also, for promoting the idea the campuses should strengthen their cooperation
through aggregations and strategic alliances.
The strategic aggregation is proposed at three integration levels: knowledge based, territorial,
and institutional.
The knowledge integration recognizes that interdisciplinary cooperation and interaction
between different scientific fields are basic principles for strengthening the results of research.
A campus such as the UAM+CSIC can go beyond leadership in a particular field like
nanotechnology, biotechnology, knowledge based sciences or even information technologies
to aim for and achieve NBIC (nano-bio-info-cogno) convergence. This approach seeks to learn
from the most innovative worldwide experiences in order to focus on different scientific areas
for the resolution of problems. As an example, the integration of nanoscience (where the UAM
already has considerable strength) is internationally recognised as having the potential to
affect fields such as biomedicine, nanoelectronics or neuroscience. Generally speaking, the
convergence of new technologies should help to foster the various areas involved and to put
new products and services at the disposal of society (biochips with complex functions,
regenerative medicine, nanoscale based systems, etc.).
For its part, the territorial aggregation seeks the urban equilibrium and sustainability of the
area surrounding the campus, it achieves this through three basic lines of action. The first one
wants to expand the University City into its environment through residential programs, cultural
projection, an offer of joint services and a sustainable connectivity. The second line aims to
extend the teaching-research network by taking in new nearby centres and the third one seeks
the expansion of the network derived from those activities, links and relationships related to
the knowledge transfer to new, larger and more powerful collaboration structures.
Finally, institutional aggregation must go beyond establishing agreements or partnerships with
other institutions, to seek and achieve joint programs that are jointly designed and
implemented. For this purpose, and as noted before, it is necessary to establish a new
Governance Model.
2.3

CEI UAM+CSIC Governance Model

The CEI UAM+CSIC Strategic Plan covers the objectives on the 2015 horizon shared by the
project participants, and a set of actions that contribute to achieving them. Among those some
primarily affect their promoters (UAM, CSIC, Parque Científico, etc.), and their implementation
is assured, as they were contemplated with the logic of each one of these institutions.
However, there are other measures with a more transversal nature, necessary for the
aggregation of the various organizations and that require a greater degree of coordination to
overcome the inertia and unintended barriers posed by existing organizational structures.
Without prejudice to the government of each institution in the CEI UAM+CSIC, a specific set of
actions can be identified that are common to several agents and which require an overview
and a set-up of day-to-day operations that may exceed the regulatory capacity of each of its
members as separate entities.
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On one hand are the activities concerned with the current makeup of the Campus, understood
as physical space, among which we may include the management of urban infrastructures, the
creation and management of ancillary urban services and the services required for its care and
conservation. Secondly, the activity aimed at promoting and managing, for example, shared
programs for attracting talent or internationalizing activities, will require joint tools to ensure a
shared governance of concrete Plan activities in which all the entities that are part of CEI
UAM+CSIC can effectively take part.
As mentioned before, the two instruments provided by the Plan for the promotion of
transversal actions are:


The CEI UAM+CSIC Consortium, for the coordinated management of the material
elements of the aggregation.



A second entity, with an as yet undetermined status, responsible for defining and
implementing the transversal measures set out in the plan, which due to their
specificity, require a unique and differentiated decision making environment.

The CEI UAM+CSIC Consortium will consist of those institutions with general infrastructures
within the campus (such as the UAM, the CSIC, the Community of Madrid, the Madrid City
Council, the Canal de Isabel II, the Fundación Parque Científico de Madrid and the Fundación
de la UAM) to which could be added the city councils Alcobendas and Tres Cantos, which
border the Campus. The main objective of this consortium will be to achieve better
coordination of the management of common spaces and facilities on campus, quite necessary
in a University City that has to assume the territorial and urban management of an area where
the powers and interests of various public administrations converge. The figure of the urban
planning consortium is intended precisely for this purpose; once they are set up, they are
invested with their own personality and capacity, they are governed by their own statutes, to
be approved by the competent bodies of each of the constituent entities and they have their
own designated budget.
Regarding the second entity, and without prejudice to other possible legal status, it could
benefit from a Foundation model with the mission of identifying, adapting and implementing
the joint strategy on quality and internationalization of the UAM+CSIC International Campus of
Excellence, starting from the goals set by its members in the strategic plan and being proactive
in the search for new initiatives that create value from the aggregation of institutions. Its
natural areas of action will therefore be the definition and management of joint programs for
attracting international talent, the promotion of new strategic aggregations of research and
transfer, the actions for international communication and projection, as well as other projects
of similar nature that may emerge during the development of the CEI UAM+CSIC Strategic
Plan.
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3.

OBJECTIVES AND ACTION LINES

Below we outline the six main objectives considered for the CEI UAM+CSIC project:
1. Reinforcing strategic research areas and increasing their international visibility, which
can be considered part of the chapter in the Ministry’s call dealing with efforts for
achieving scientific Improvement.
2. Quality of teaching and adapting to the EHEA for degree and postgraduate courses,
which can be considered part of the chapter in the Ministry’s call dealing with
Improvement in teaching and Adapting to the EHEA.
3. Attracting international talent.
4. Creating a powerful transference network, which is part of the chapter in the
Ministry’s call dealing with Technology transfer.
5. Towards the University City, which is part of the chapter in the Ministry’s call dealing
with the campus transformation.
6. Towards the 2015 Territorial Campus, which is part of the chapter in the Ministry’s call
about the campus’ interaction with its surroundings.
As we can see, only the third item does not directly address the concrete objectives of the
Ministry’s call. Nonetheless, it is clearly in line with the major goal of making the University
more international, which is a key aspect of the entire call, apart from being both a direct
consequence of and a vital complement to the first two objectives on the list above.
All this means a large program with many actuations, the main ones being briefly described
next.
3.1

Reinforcing Strategic Research Areas and Increasing their International Visibility

Given the solid base in research that the CEI UAM+CSIC has, as outlined above, this strategic
objective seeks a decisive approach to excellence in research, based on four major lines of
activity: 1) Strengthening the joint UAM+CSIC axes in Nanoscience and Materials, Biology,
Biomedicine and Food Sciences, and Theoretical Physics and Mathematics; 2) Promoting new
critical mass in areas with a high capacity for internationalization; 3) Improving the services
and infrastructure for supporting research; 4) Creation of inter-disciplinary centres for Social
Sciences and Humanities.

3.1.1

Nanoscience and materials

In spite of this formidable potential, the lack of an appropriate strategy of aggregation
between the various Institutes and the dispersion in scientific focus has hampered so far the
international visibility of the campus UAM+CSIC. The emergence of the interdisciplinary field of
Nanoscience and the fortunate entering of numerous groups in the different institutes into this
field has changed the situation, naturally selecting Nanoscience and Materials as one of the
lighthouses in our search for the international excellence. In order to achieve that, we aim at
developing the degree of aggregation of the area and international excellence to reach the
situation shown in Figure 1, where the present situation is shown in green and new actions are
shown in blue, with the time of completion, the total cost of the action and the amount
required, including resources from the CEI program.
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Research and support centres in Nanoscience and Advanced Materials

3.1.2

Biology, Biomedicine and Food Sciences

The goals that the BUC campus aims to accomplish in the CEI UAM+CSIC are schematically
shown in Figure 2. They include the creation of BiomedPark, the generation of coordinated
technological platforms and the creation of new centres and new platforms of research,
development and innovation in the area of food science. The BUC’S major objectives are to
establish a campus of first-international level to generate wealth by transferring this
knowledge to the society. This will be done through collaboration with newly created
companies (“spin offs) and with other already established biotechnology and
biopharmaceutical companies, many of which are located in the cities around the Campus.
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Biomed Park structure
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Technological platforms to be integrated in the Bio UAM+CSIC Campus

3.1.3

Theoretical Physics and Mathematics

In the areas of Theoretical Physics and Mathematics, we will start in 2010 the operations of new
buildings and facilities for the Institute of Theoretical Physics (IFT), and the Institute of
Mathematical Sciences (ICMAT), that will increase the synergy of CSIC and UAM researchers. The
presence of CSIC and UAM researchers in the UAM campus produces an enormous boost in the
scientific activity, as these facts show:



The close contact of neighbouring scientific areas enriches the capacity of collaboration and
scientific scope of both sides.
It leads to larger numbers of seminars, journal clubs, colloquia, workshops and conferences,
which are live forums of (international) scientific discussion and communication.
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CSIC researchers can (and do) contribute to the high-quality graduate programs in a
relevant form. Conversely, they have access to some of the best Spanish students in these
subjects. Notice that the record of UAM PhD thesis in the disciplines under discussion is
outstanding.
The joint force of UAM+CSIC has proved to be extremely useful to get many grants from
different sources (EU, Comunidad Autónoma de Madrid, Ministry, Foundations, etc.)

3.1.4

Scientific-technological platforms for supporting research

The Scientific-technological platforms for supporting research are essentially designed to help
us reach a highly competitive level in international terms. Thus, some of the specific activities
of the strategic research areas of the UAM+CSIC are dedicated to developing these platforms
that include Proteomics, Metabolomics, Citometry, Microscopy, Model Animals, and their
coordinations with those of the Servicio Interdepartamental de Investigación (SIDI) that works
with advanced analytical technology. The Scientific Computing Centre will also be reinforced
and we will intend to build the Spanish Mutant Animal Archive for Research and Techonology
(SMAART), a first rate key infrastructure for Biomedicine research.
We will also strongly back the on campus installation of Scientific and Technical Facilities,
especially the Instalación Científica y Técnica Singular (ICTS) en Microscopia Electrónica (CME).
The CNB, the CBM and the Nanoscience IMDEA participate in a project that is being designed
according to the study performed by the FECYT on ICTs in order to develop, implement and
provide the scientific community with the most advanced methods and techniques in electron
microscopy transmission for the structural analysis of materials, both inorganic and organic, in
high and medium resolution. This centre will house a series of latest generation microscopes,
as well as other instruments for advanced sample preparation and the application of
computational methods for treating images.
In addition, groups from the campus UAM+CSIC participate in the Centro Nacional de
Tecnologías para la Fusión – TechnoFusión, an Instalación Científico-Técnica Singular with the
appropriate infrastructure for developing the best technologies for future commercial fusion
reactors, facilitating Spanish involvement in fusion technology for both research groups and
companies. Spain has a unique opportunity to position itself at the forefront of European
participation in this cutting edge technological field.
3.1.5

Inter-disciplinary centres for Social Sciences, Legal Sciences and the Humanities

This action deals with the establishment of three Inter-disciplinary research centres that cover
all aspects of the research potential of the UAM in Social Sciences, Legal Sciences and the
Humanities. The first project is the creation of a UAM-MADRID Centre for International and
Comparative Studies, which will bring together legal experts and social scientists, and the
objective of which is to study all aspects of the phenomena of government and power that
have a dimension that is different to the Spanish dimension, either because what is being
studied are international, or global, bodies and processes, or because it involves a different
political-legal reality.
We will also deal with the establishment of two inter-disciplinary education and research
centres, one of which will focus on Sustainability, an area that several research groups within
the UAM are currently working on and for which we have six different Masters courses. The
second focuses its efforts on the Science of Services, which is envisioned as being dynamic
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configurations of people, technologies, organizations and shared information, and which are
becoming a key element in the actions of governments, companies and individuals.

3.2

Teaching Quality and Adaptation to the EHEA of Undergraduate and Graduate
Studies

3.2.1

Innovation and Quality of Undergraduate and Graduate Studies

The UAM intends to continue developing and reinforcing the Tutorial Action Plan, which was
implemented during the 2009/2010 academic year for new degrees and which allows every
student to have a tutoring professor, with whom he meets in order to facilitate his integration
into the university, receive academic advice and, where appropriate, professional orientation.
The Tutorial Action Plan is a key tool to improve drop-out and efficiency rates. Likewise, in the
case of international students, this tutorial action will be complemented with other specific
measures.
Other important actions include the revision and update of teaching methodologies for new
courses, associated to their being taught in the context of the EHEA, improvements to student
information systems once registered and, above all, the development of a system for
guaranteeing the quality of studies. This system will be based on the UAM quality policy and
targets and will provide a set of indicators that allow to gather information on ordinary
activities, the degree to which objectives are met and the definition of new improvements for
given processes.
At the same time, graduate studies have to be a hallmark for a university with a very relevant
research. Improvements to Masters and Doctorates are approached from two lines of activity:
improving the promotion and management of programs, and improving their teaching.
Improving promotion will be based on increasing the international visibility of our studies. In
particular, we intend to establish a number of high quality, international Master and Ph.D.
programs. A key tool for this will be the International Communication Plan. However, it will
also be very important to monitor students who establish initial contact with the UAM, which
will be the responsibility of the International Promotion and Welcome Centre, described
further on.

3.2.2

Lifelong Learning and Employability

Continuous learning over the course of one’s life is quickly becoming one of the University’s
missions, particularly in the context of a slightly older population segment, which wishes to
increase its cultural, professional and scientific background on a periodic basis. In this sense,
the University’s Instituto de Formación Continua serves to facilitate the updating of skills and
knowledge, the adult education and the qualification of social groups that require an
educational boost in order to be competitive in the job market, such as the unemployed and
those who did not have the chance to opt for university level education before. The Instituto
de Formación Continua will work together with social agents, particularly with employers and
workers’ associations.
The challenge of promoting Lifelong Learning at the UAM is closely related to active policies for
improving our students’ employment prospects. Employability implies the systematic
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coordination of multiple initiatives: a general Employment Forum and other specialized ones,
virtual employment forums, monitoring of job indicators by the University’s Employment
Observatory, the availability of work experience at both undergraduate and graduate levels,
competency evaluation and training, and a better exploitation of job-promoting schemes.

3.2.3

Support structures for teaching

This action line deals with the construction of several teaching buildings, such as the one
housing the Laboratories of the Escuela Politécnica and new research Institutes or the new
Education Faculty. However, we also want to make a big effort with regards to the design of
spaces that can house and promote innovative modes of teaching and learning as part of a
comprehensive pedagogic project, in a way that the physical space stimulates positive change
in attitudes to the teacher-student relationship.
Here the UAM proposes a global modernization process for this area, one which would bring
us from a partially outdated teaching-learning model, in which teaching consists of one group
of people with one teacher, in one classroom, learning at the same time, to a new, innovative
model in which, ultimately, any group of people, with any teacher, in any place and at any time
may learn different things.
The UAM’s insistence on innovation fits into the generic philosophy of “Didactic Campus”.
Besides being applied externally, this concept is also going to be applied to internal spaces on
the scale of a “Didactic Building”, to the extent that spaces that up to now had been irrelevant
to the educational function (halls, places where people walk, make enquiries or even just have
fun) are now going to become “intelligent spaces” and active scenarios for education.
With regard to the conventional classroom, the UAM intends to carry out an operational
reflection on its characteristics in terms of space and furniture, in an effort to reinforce its
capacity for hosting innovative modes of teaching and learning, and to facilitate the adaptation
to the EHEA. Among the aspects and items in the classroom that the UAM intends to deal with
are its global shape, a free-moving furniture and even its texture and color, which affect
psychological perception.

3.3

Attracting International Talent

3.3.1

CEI’s specific program for attracting international talent

The training of highly qualified researchers and professionals in the forefront of different
strategic scientific and academic fields is critical for the consolidation of an internationally
competitive campus and for the quality of future research and teaching activities. We recall
that our main aim is to implement in the 2010-2015 period a number of top-quality, highstandard International Masters and PhD Programs, taught in English and able to attract and
train talented and highly motivated graduate students from all over the world.
A key issue for the success of the CEI UAM+CSIC initiative is to increase its international
visibility. Therefore, an important goal of this project is to create and support a new series of
top and influential International Conferences, able to bring together at the Campus renowned
scientists to present and evaluate new data and ideas in cutting-edge areas of research. These
UAM+CSIC Conferences would thus encourage networking and international collaborations
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with scientists and professors from all over the world, and further boost the attractive of our
Masters and PhD Programs, whose students could attend and actively participate in these
meetings.
Finally, we will implement a new Program for the recruitment of scientists of high
international level and prestige that can have a strong impact and leadership in the research
activity in our campus. Although the UAM+CSIC campus has in a variety of academic areas the
potential, the critical mass and the advanced research facilities to be an attractive
environment for first-class researchers world-wide, a truly internationally competitive
University needs to be endowed with flexible hiring mechanisms to make it possible to
compete with other Universities and research institutes in attracting top scientists and
professors able to lead potent research groups, strengthen strategic research areas and/or
incorporate novel methodological or conceptual approaches.

3.3.2

Comprehensive attention for international researchers and students

As already mentioned, an institutional commitment to making the campus more international
requires a proactive approach to provide comprehensive support for international students
and researchers, which is why we are proposing the creation of an International Promotion
and Welcome Centre. On the one hand, this centre would be responsible for elaborating and
carrying out the UAM’s initiative for international promotion (advertising, attending
international fairs, participating in forums, etc). On the other hand, it will be the first point of
contact for international students, teachers and researchers interested in the University,
attending to their needs in terms of information and academic or administrative orientation.
Once they are within our university community, the centre will help them to join academic and
social life, providing support for administrative and academic processes, learning the language
and finding accommodation for themselves and, where necessary, for their families. An
important factor in the centre’s success will be its coordination with the different modes of
accommodation that are expected to appear in the campus UAM+CSIC over the next few
years.
3.4

Creating a Powerful Transference Network

Below we describe two general supporting actions for transference and business innovation
but it must be said that we are also going to maintain and expand our current collaboration
with corporate associations, bringing small and medium sized companies closer to the Campus’
resources, know-how and technology, thereby responding to a growing social demand.

3.4.1

CEI UAM+CSIC System for Transferring Knowledge and Technology

The UAM and CSIC transfer channels are part of an upward and sustained effort that we need
to coordinate, strengthen and expand. Naturally, this implies a continuation and improvement
of the many activities carried out by agents in the different channels, but it also implies joint
action for the creation of support tools and units that strengthen, protect and commercialize
the technology and know-how generated by the CEI UAM+CSIC, providing added value services
to spin-off companies incubated at the Parque Científico de Madrid (PCM) and, more generally,
promoting a culture of business innovation on Campus.
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3.4.2

Incubation and Transfer Structures

The PCM is the Campus agent in charge of managing existing structures for company
incubation, and also of defining and promoting new infrastructure. In fact, among its
objectives are the provision of quality spaces for company incubation and the creation of an
ecosystem in which research groups, spin-off companies, R+D departments from consolidated
companies, and technological platforms and labs that use cutting edge technology and
techniques co-exist horizontally. To this end, we are about to launch the Centro de
Laboratorios de Apoyo a la I +D (CLAID), an 8,500 m2 building designed and conditioned to
house R+D+i projects in the areas of the Humanities, Social Sciences, TIC, Engineering, Physics,
Chemistry, Environmental Studies, Renewable Energies and Materials, amongst others.
Meanwhile, we also plan to create new infrastructure for incubation on Lot 26 of the Campus,
which will house a Bio-Incubator that will start its operations at 2011, as well as the Pilot Plant
for Sustainable Chemistry and the Nano-Incubator, work on which will also begin on in 2011.

3.5

Towards the University City

3.5.1

Didactic Campus

The UAM intends to undertake a profound transformation of its urban-architectural model to
fit in with the Campus of Excellence project, applying the general philosophy of the “Didactic
Campus”. We expect this to be a foundation stone that will lead to comprehensive innovation
and answer to our needs when adapting to the European Space for Higher Education (EHEA).
The UAM also wants to do “exemplary” work with its urban planning and architecture which
will be home to educational and research activities, fulfilling new functions that go beyond
that of being mere constructions.
The University’s physical spaces must transcend the traditional role of university complexes as
passive settings for educational activities; they must promote and transmit values like the
creation of a learning community with spatial harmony and an intellectual environment that
combines nature and art, adapts to our surroundings, pays homage to tradition and embraces
innovative modes of teaching-learning.
One of the main strengths of the Campus UAM+CSIC is the way it brings together many centres
in a geographical space that still has great potential for urban expansion and the use of space.
Far from facing disorderly and unsustainable growth, we are going to take this opportunity to
create a campus that is attractive, sustainable and didactic.
Two actions stand out as being very important. The first of these, mentioned before and that
we recall now, is an urban planning for the campus that allows us to take advantage of exterior
spaces to literally turn them into didactic spaces. This includes a series of actions such as
creating artificial wetlands and a simulated archaeological site, both of which would be at the
service of the active learning process that is the cornerstone of the EHEA.
Meanwhile, one of the most remarkable and symbolic projects of the Campus UAM+CSIC is the
construction on the Cantoblanco Campus of the Plaza Mayor, a building of about 20,000 m2
that will provide general services to the whole University Community. It will be located
centrally on campus and provide an open space that will serve as a kind of Agora. This building
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will include different types of services – restaurants, bookshops, cafeterias, health services–
which will cater for the needs of different groups within the university community.
This project will allow us to create the nucleus of a true University City, a very versatile space
that will host activities of many different kinds. Of special importance among these will be
those proposed, organized and managed by the students themselves for the benefit of the
whole university community.
3.5.2

Promoting the e-Campus

The Campus of Excellence will also lead to focusing on the ICTs as an increasingly important
tool for research, teaching and interaction between people and groups. Apart from the
constant attention and evolution required to implement the ICT for an entity as big and
complex as the Campus, the Strategic Plan also contemplates three specific actions. The first is
the progressive implementation of e-administration, for which there is a growing social
demand and to which the public administrations will need to adapt because of legal
imperatives. The second is the development of web communication with the outside, taking as
a basis the recent and profound redesign of the UAM’s institutional web site, a model that
could be transferred to the web sites of the Faculties, as well as to the Intranet. Finally, and in
order to improve mobile communications on campus, we Intend to install an IP telephony
system.
3.5.3

Quality of life and social commitment

We have already discussed how quality of life and social commitment are key aspects of the
UAM’s philosophy. That is why we will keep working on the Plan for Comprehensive Attention
for the Handicapped, which we launched a few years ago to improve support for disabled
students and improve their prospects in the workplace. In this context, we are going to create
an undergraduate program jointly with the PRODIS Foundation, with which we have been
working since 2004. Meanwhile, we will continue the considerable work done to implement
the plan to eliminate architectural barriers from all buildings and paths on campus.
Our sensibility towards equality policies materialised in 2006 with the creation of a Gender
Observatory. Based on the experience garnered, we now want to create a Gender Unit within
the scope of the CEI UAM+CSIC, which would allow us to draw up the basis for a policy on
equality for the Campus, as well as to link the international excellence of the CEI to issues of
social projection.
Finally, we intend to continue and expand the work that has been carried out on two
complementary lines of activity: the volunteer programs and the promotion of green
commerce and fair trade.
3.5.4

Environmental quality and sustainable development

One of the objectives of the Campus UAM+CSIC is to reduce energy consumption by
progressively installing equipment of greater energy efficiency, and to install a major
photovoltaic facility (about 1000Kw) on the roofs of several buildings and on the cover of the
parking lot, as well as a solar power installation for the Campus’ covered pool.
We are also going to put in place a number of projects designed to lower current levels of CO2
emissions, and we should highlight the agreement reached with the company ALSA to work
together on promoting and improving access by public transport to different parts of the
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campus, as well as the initiative launched to promote the use of the bicycle, both inside the
campus and on the roads to nearby cities. To this end, we hope to enable several bike rental
and maintenance centres that will be managed by student bodies.
Being outside of the urban context, the Campus UAM+CSIC must operate as a medium-sized
city. That is why it needs to have its own efficient waste management system, which would
serve as a model for other institutions. Consequently, we intend to build a “Clean Point” at
which we will manage all the different kinds of waste produced by university life and, above
all, we are going to pay special attention to water purification and reuse. Within the
framework of a more extensive program for the efficient management of this basic resource,
the most significant project is the renovation of the existing Water Treatment Plant on the
Cantoblanco campus. We also intend to implement in all laboratories the recommendations
and requirements of Madrid Council’s “Regulations for the efficient use of water”.

3.6

Towards the Territorial Campus 2015

All the previous actions and some described below are set up in the 2009-2012 time frame, but
it is also important that this Strategic Plan looks beyond that and, at least, up to the year 2015,
so that there is a better perspective for the integration actions that the CEI UAM+CSIC may
execute with different agents from its large social, cultural and economical environment.
Therefore, this section deals with a wide range of actions that are intended to take place up
until 2015 and which will help the campus to become integrated with the territory that it is a
part of, both on a social level (with university-based actions of a cultural dimension and with
residential program) and on a relational level, particularly through the links that come with a
growing shared activity in research and transfer. A consequence of these two dimensions, we
also need to create aggregation on a third institutional level, by means of an agreement
between all of the entities and institutions that would allow us to design, develop and
consolidate actions that would contribute to strengthen the synergies between the Campus
UAM+CSIC and its Territory. To be specific, what we are talking about ensuring that the M 607
and M 616 roads, which mark the current limits of the campus, are no longer barriers to the
campus’ growth, but become instead tools through which the university will have a renewed
strategic position within its economically, socially and environmentally privileged
surroundings.

3.6.1

Cultural projection

The UAM has a long tradition of cultural projection in the municipalities around it, a prime
example of this being its Cycle of Great Musical Composers and Performers, which is now in its
37th edition. Our aim is to expand this projection by installing spaces like the Centro Cultural
“La Corrala”, in the very heart of the city of Madrid, to promote inter-cultural relations and, in
particular, the teaching of Chinese culture through the Instituto Confucio, and the “La
Cristalera” residence in Miraflores de la Sierra, in the north of the Madrid region, which
intends to combine research on nature and its preservation with other activities in an
environment that is ideal for international seminars and conferences.
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3.6.2

Program for student residences and communications

The process of integrating the UAM into its surroundings will lead to the activation of a new
reciprocity between the University and its territory. A university not already inside an urban
centre requires an integrated offer of accommodation that is sufficient to cover the
requirements of its users. It is for this reason that we expect to launch a Program for
University Residences and to build university accommodation in the city of Tres Cantos, the
objective of which is to increase and diversify the accommodation currently available. We also
intend to transform the Colegio Mayor “Juan Luis Vives”, located in Madrid, into a system of
integrated accommodation that can be used to teach courses and host conferences, while
serving as the living quarters of professors, researchers and graduate students. We also expect
to increase the number of places available at the “Erasmo” Residence, on the campus
UAM+CSIC itself, through a new building. Finally, we are planning to build university homes to
let in order to meet the longer-term needs of professors, researchers and students. One of
these residential complexes, with a capacity of 500 places, will be in the municipality of Tres
Cantos – very close to the local train station, allowing to reach the campus in just 8 minutes.
On the other hand, given the distances involved, the bicycle is an ideal means of transportation
between the Campus and areas such as Tres Cantos, Alcobendas, San Sebastián de los Reyes or
the northern boroughs of Madrid, especially if we bear in mind that some of the nearby
municipalities, in particular Tres Cantos, are going to connect their own bicycle lanes with
those that run parallel to the M 607 and M616 highways.

3.6.3

The Campus in 2015

Finally, the natural development of the CEI UAM+CSIC should lead to the complete
reclassification of its model of implantation in the territory, allowing it to become a factor for
cohesion in the educational, social, cultural and economic matters of Madrid North.
This renewed and transcendent role will have four major spheres of application, within which
different projects of varying natures will be undertaken.

1. Urban Planning/Architectural Sphere.
Residence Program.
We have already mentioned the residential programs to be promoted by the CEI
UAM+CSIC, so that this permanent presence of the resident population will enlarge and
strengthen the shared identity of the University in the nearby cities and contribute to both
communities beginning to share a certain university essence.
Inversely, the residences within the Campus will be used outside of term times to house
groups interested in activities organised by the University and having a social projection, in
such a way that the use of these facilities and their associated amenities will be optimised.
Sustainable Communication.
Apart from the focus being placed by the UAM on the bicycle, the University’s location in
relation to the capital and to the urban centres around it means that it is necessary to
promote the use of public transport as an instrument that will contribute to its social
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cohesion with the area around it. Thus, we will be encouraging greater use of the local
RENFE train service.
On the other hand, and in order to facilitate internal and external communications, the
UAM will set up a shuttle service within the Campus in the proximity of the RENFE railway
station. Its existence will encourage increased use of public transport, as the time required
to travel to the university premises from the surrounding areas will be considerably
reduced and also to encourage the use of bicycles, since the shuttle will include pick-up
and drop-off points connected to both the internal and external cycle lanes.
Finally the footpaths along the interconnecting areas in the Campus are going to be
redesigned in such a way as the longer paths will be broken in shorter sections. This will
relieve the sensation of covering long distances without interruption. A series of pergolas
covering the footpaths with a unified design can be built that are adapted to both the
weather conditions and to sustainability (for example using the upper part of the pergolas
to support solar panels).
Integration of Natural Areas in the Surroundings.
The UAM+CSIC Campus is located within a geographical area that is a very valuable natural
heritage. There are places of considerable interest around the university, such as the
Monte de El Pardo and the Viñuelas and Valdelatas forests, within a more extensive area
where the Cuenca Alta del Manzanares Regional Park (an Unesco’s Biosphere Reserve
since 1993) stands out. The UAM proposes to take advantage of the values that are
intrinsically linked to these reserves, in the triple aspect of teaching, research and leisure,
since these have an extraordinary ecological value and outstanding natural beauty. With
this, the “didactic” area of the Campus is greatly enriched, as the natural surrounding
heritage becomes a reality that can provide a teaching content.

2. Symbolic Sphere.
The University must also be a symbol of intellectual leadership, of the progress of
knowledge and of social commitment. To reach this objective the UAM is going to
restructure a series of aspects that affect the visual appearance of its image in the
neighbouring communities for the Campus so that it starts to be seen as a symbol of an
area open to all comers.
Reform of the Campus Limits
One of the negative consequences of the segregation of the Campus in 1968 was the
consolidation of fenced-off premises. As a reflection and symbolic vision of that isolation,
the land on which it is built, in a depression, is still surrounded by busy roads that isolate
and act as a “physical barrier” preventing its extension. This symbolises the separation of
the University and its disconnection with the surroundings. The UAM wishes to transform
the symbolic rejection impact that these limits impose. The project for the reform of the
Campus perimeter consists of modifying the borderlines, especially those defined by the
M-607 M-616 highways, making them more approachable from the outside, and
functionally and symbolically anticipating the dynamics of the University being more open
to the neighbouring communities. In this way the “barriers” would become more like
“hinges” for the growth of the UAM and its expansion in the area.
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Accessibility
In keeping with what was expressed in the previous point, the UAM is contemplating an
operation strategy for improving general accessibility to the Campus. This objective will
take the form of a series of activities which will begin with the introduction of signposted
entries to the premises, by means of which the University will demonstrate a more “open
house” attitude to the neighbouring communities.
At the same time physical barriers will be removed in compliance with the CTE (Building
Technical Standards) and current legislation. From a comprehensive overall point of view,
at the same time the Campus will metaphorically express the intention of the UAM to be
“accessible” in all aspects inherent to its mission, together with those intimately linked to
the socio-cultural dimension of its outside projection.
Sustainability
The UAM is going to progressive put into practice some urban-architectural solutions in
order to fully optimise its areas from a sustainability point of view, and also to increase the
use of renewable energy. Independently of the direct benefit that this will have internally,
an image of a University being a promoter of innovation in this field will be projected.
Comprehensive Image and Communication.
With the objective of putting together a comprehensive image of all its assets (open
spaces, building and elements projecting to the outside), the University is going to define a
harmonisation of its image project and its visual identity. To this end, a series of new
signposting elements is going to be designed and located throughout both the open spaces
and the inside of the buildings, and also their inside scenarios. The result will be that the
UAM will offer a perception code in a unified language to both its internal inhabitants and
also to its visitors.

3. Social sphere.
The gradual integration of the UAM in its territorial context will involve the joint use of its
infrastructures and facilities with the neighbouring communities, and in this way their
implantation and maintenance will be optimised.
This linking up process will also be applied to the University’s social commitment, carrying
out a series of educational and awareness activities towards the neighbouring
communities.
Shared Services and Activities
The UAM is going to emphasise its presence in the neighbouring communities by means of
its projection on their social fabric outside university activities, Life-Long Learning centres,
social service and care).
In this way, specific current facilities, such as libraries, civic or cultural centres, theatres,
auditoriums or sports centres, can be used by students, lecturers, and UAM staff. On the
other hand, the Campus will host activities promoted from the nearby Councils and some
of its services and facilities will be shared by their citizens.
4. Institutional Sphere.
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The comprehensive transformation project that the UAM proposes to put into practice
would mean the forging of a renewed University model as an entity which is completely
integrated in the local community, leaving behind its initial and negative functional and
social segregation.
This ambitious but viable plan requires, as stressed before, the establishment of an
agreement at an institutional level, through which those actions meant to increase
synergies between the Campus and the neighbouring communities are designed and
executed. Such an entity will set up and make strategic choices and define a platform to
put into practice those actions that the University may wish to establish with any
appropriate partner at any moment.
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4.

CEI UAM+CSIC INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION PLAN

The UAM is already in the process of developing an International Communications Plan specific
to the Campus of Excellence that contemplates, amongst others, the following actions:
1. Reinforce the internationality of the Campus and increase its general visibility outside
Spain.
2. Attract the very best students, placing special emphasis on Asia (China, India, Japan),
Latin America (Mexico, Colombia, Chile) and Europe.
3. Attract professors and researchers from these countries who wish to teach and do
research in Spain.
4. Promote the mobility of Spanish students and lecturers to other countries.
5. Increase agreements with foreign universities on the matter of double degrees.
6. Reinforce the role of the UAM as an academic bridge between Asia and America.
7. Achieve the support and sponsorship of more companies for international programs.
8. Be the Spanish university of reference in academic/linguistic relationships with Asia.
Given the wide range of public to whom this communications campaign is addressed, the use
of conventional media is not recommended. We believe that is would be more beneficial to
concentrate all efforts on on-line communications.
Additionally these actions would be backed up with the presence of the university at fairs that
have demonstrated their efficiency in previous years, and the increase in existing international
agreements with companies and institutions.
Moreover, another goal is that the UAM be perceived abroad as being a university that
communicates via the so-called 2.0 Communications tools and support, which is inherent to
any modern and innovative university.
Proposed actions
1. The creation and support of a series of UAM+CSIC conferences of the highest level and
international influence.
2.

The creation of a website
Create a new “International UAM” web space or blog, linked with the UAM web page.
This website would have its contents in three languages, Spanish, English and Chinese
and would be based on the very best search engine optimisation (SEO) to attain widest
accessibility.

3. Promotion in social networks
Creation of profiles in the social networks of those countries defined as being a
priority, and also the definition of general “international” UAM profiles on Facebook,
Twitter, Linkedin, etc., and the creation of a Twitter information channel on the
subject of grants and studying opportunities and working with the UAM.
4. Internet advertising (SEM)
SEM (Search Engine Marketing) campaigns would be organised in the internet media,
constantly analysing the results to optimise the return on investment. The
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advertisements would be published in text, photo or video formats. The advertising
would be segmented geographically and by demographic groups, and would be
published in various languages to reach the targets and those countries defined as
being a priority.
5. Participation in international fairs and programs
The possibility of attending international fairs in which universities exhibit their
educational programs to the public attending will be considered (A‐4U, Sao Paulo,
Peking, Los Angeles).
The UAM will continue to be one of the outstanding players in European education
programs (Erasmus, Comenius, Grundtvig, Alba, etc.) and will increase inter-university
cooperation programs such as AECID, CEAL and others.
6. UAM “Ambassadors” program
Its goal is that the students and lecturers of other countries become the best UAM
ambassadors throughout the world, paying special attention to all the foreign
members of the university community. The creation of an international press office
would also be considered.
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5.

ACTION PLAN

Below we provide details of the actions scheduled within the context of the Strategic Plan for
the UAM+CSIC Campus of Excellence, first in relation to this Plan and second with regard to the
concrete sections set up in the Ministry’s call.
A brief summary description of each action is provided in the document Summary of actions,
and each of them is described in greater detail in the documents contained in the Actions
section available on the web site of the CEI UAM+CSIC.
5.1

List of actions according to the strategic plan

5.1.1

Reinforcing Strategic Research Lines and Increasing their International Projection
Actions in Nanoscience and Materials


F201 General strategies in the area of nanoscience and nanomaterials.



F202 Inter-institute service on characterisation of materials



F203 Transfer to the Campus of the Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de
Polímeros



F204 Centre of Nanofabrication

Actions in Biology, Biomedicine and Food Science


F205 Bio UAM+CSIC (BUC)



F206 Food Studies Platforms

Actions in Theoretical Physics and Mathematics


F207 Joint UAM-CSIC Institutes for Theoretical Physics and Mathematics

Interdisciplinary Centres in Social Sciences and the Humanities


F208 Centro de Estudios Internacionales y Comparados UAM-MADRID



F209 Centro Interdisciplinar de Formación e Investigación en Sostenibilidad



F212 Centro Interdisciplinar de Formación e Investigación en Ciencia de los
Servicios

Scientific-technological platforms supporting research

5.1.2



F210 Supercomputing Node



F211 Campus Scientific-technological platforms



F216 Spanish Mutant Animal Archive for Research and Technology (SMAART)

Quality of Teaching and Adaptation to EHEA for Degree and Postgraduate Courses
Innovation and Quality in Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees


F102 Centro de Estudios Jurídicos Superiores



F104 International Postgraduate 2015
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F105 Innovation in Teaching 2015



F107 Quality Guarantee System

Lifelong Learning and Employability


F101 Instituto de Formación Continua



F407 Integration into the Workplace Program

Teaching support structures

5.1.3



F103 Centro de Recursos para el Aprendizaje y la Investigación



F106 On-line teaching program



F402 Construction of the new building for the Faculty of Teaching and
Education.



F403 Laboratory Building for the EPS and University Institutes



F405 Aula 2015 Program



F406 Languages and Translation Laboratory of the Faculty of Philosophy and
Humanities

Attracting International Talent
CEI’s Program for Attracting International Talent


F213 Postgraduate Programs of International Excellence



F214 Initiative for attracting internationally prestigious researchers



F215 UAM+CSIC International Conferences

Comprehensive support for international students and researchers

5.1.4

F314 International Promotion and Welcome Centre

Creating a powerful network for transference
CEI UAM+CSIC System for Transferring Knowledge and Technology


F501 UAM Program for Transferring Technology and Knowledge



F502 Portal de Conocimiento sobre la Investigación y las Capacidades de la
UAM (PRISMA)



F505 Collaboration with the Corporate Associations in Madrid North

Structures for incubation and transference

5.1.5



F503 Centro de Laboratorios de Apoyo a la I +D (CLAID)



F504 Infrastructure for Corporate Incubation

Towards the University City
Didactic Campus


F301 New Plaza Mayor UAM building
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F401 External teaching spaces



F404 CEI Building



F307 Comprehensive student support

Promoting the UAM-CSIC e-Campus


F302 Electronic Administration



F303 Internet- Intranet



F304 IP Telephony

Quality of life and social commitment


F108 Student Participation



F305 Social responsibility and commitment program



F306 Comprehensive support program for the handicapped and elimination of
architectural barriers



F308 Gender Equality Unit

Environmental Quality and Sustainable Development

5.1.6



F309 UAM zero emissions program: renewable energies- energy efficiency



F310 Encouraging sustainable movement: public transport and bicycles



F311 Comprehensive Waste Management



F312 Program for the saving, purification and reuse of water

Towards the Campus 2015
Cultural projection


F601 Cultural Projects in Conjunction with Town Councils



F602 “La Corrala” Cultural Centre



F603 “La Cristalera” Residence

Residential Programs and Mobility


F604 University Residences



F605 Conferences and Events Management Unit



F313 Encouraging the use of bicycles

The Campus on the 2015 horizon


F606 The Campus on the 2015 horizon
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5.2

List of actions according to the sections of the Ministry’s Call

ACTION PLAN
STARTING POINT

1. I mproved educational aspects

Implementing
Bologna
undergraduate and
graduate

STRATEGY

ACTIONS

DEVELOPMENT

EXPECTED RESULTS

F101 Instituto de Formación Continua

Increase in demand

1.

Improved academic
efficiency and
employability

Guaranteeing the
quality of studies

Quality guarantee
system

Internationalizing
graduate studies

Tutorial action plan

F102 Centro de Estudios Jurídicos
Superiores

Optimising Graduate
studies

F103 Centro de Recursos para el
Aprendizaje y la Investigación

Attracting foreign
students

F104 International Graduate programs
2015

Teaching support
structures

Teaching support
structures
Ongoing education
and employability

F105 Innovation in Teaching 2015

More international
students

INDICATORS

2009

Target 2012

Average grade in entry
exams

6.73

7.00

2.

Performance rate

66.98

80.38

3.

% of tutored students

15%

100%

4.

Drop-out rate

23.1

18.5

5.

% International
graduate students

17%

20%

6.

No. of graduate courses
in English

2

6

7.

Months required for
90% of graduates to
find jobs

18

12

8.

No. of ongoing
education courses

90

150

F106 On-line teaching program
F107 Quality Guarantee System
F108 Student Participation
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ACTION PLAN
STARTING POINT

STRATEGY

ACTIONS

DEVELOPMENT

EXPECTED RESULTS

Leader in research:
Nanoscience and
advanced materials

Promote and
strengthen these
three areas of
research seeking
international
excellence
Increase the critical
mass of transversal
research in Social
and Legal Sciences
and the Humanities

Aggregation of
centres and
research groups in
order to increase
critical mass
In-house plan for
attracting
international
talent
New scientifictechnological
platforms for
research
Creation of new
research centres

F201 General strategies in the areas of
nanoscience and nanomaterials
F202 Inter-institute service on
Characterisation of Materials
F203 Transfer to the Campus of the
Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de
Polímeros
F204 Centre of Nanofabrication
F205 Bio UAM+CSIC (BUC)
F206 Food Studies Platform
F207 Joint UAM-CSIC Institutes for
Theoretical Physics and Mathematics
F208. Centro de Estudios Internacionales
y Comparados UAM-MADRID
F209 Centro Interdisciplinar de
Formación e Investigación en
Sostenibilidad
F210. Supercomputing Node
F211. Campus Scientific-technological
platforms
F212 Centro Interdisciplinar de
Formación e Investigación en Ciencia de
los Servicios
F213 Graduate programs of International
Excellence
F214 Initiative for attracting
internationally prestigious researchers
F215 UAM+CSIC International
Conferences
F216 Spanish Mutant Animal Archive for
Research and Technology (SMAART)

Excellence and
international
recognition in the
three UAM+CSIC
research axes
Taking on first rate
international
scientists
Improving the
number and quality
of international
publications in all
fields

Theoretical physics
and mathematics

2.

Scientific improvement

Biotechnology and
biomedicine
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INDICATORS

2009

Target 2012

No. of researchers

2,055

2,250

10. % foreign
researchers

1%

5%

11. Scientific production
per researcher

1.05

1.20

12. No. of document
citations

12.82

14.00

13. Impact publications
(ISI)

3,432

4,000

14. ISI Highly Cited

8

12

15. UAMs Research
grants

48.65M€

53.00M€

0

10

9.

16. Researchers of
international
excellence taken on
by means of a
Campus
coordination body
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ACTION PLAN
STARTING POINT

Towards the
university city

ACTIONS

DEVELOPMENT

Building infrastructure
like Plaza Mayor

F301 New Plaza Mayor UAM building

Facilities for the
generation of
photovoltaic and
thermal solar energy

F303 Internet-Intranet

Promote the e-campus

F305 Social responsibility and
commitment program

Programs for
cooperation and
development
Policies on social
commitment

F302 Electronic Administration

F304 IP Telephony
UAM

F306 Comprehensive support program
for the handicapped and elimination of
architectural barriers
F307 Comprehensive student support
F308 Gender Equality Unit
F309 UAM zero emissions program:
renewable energies and energy
efficiency
F310 Encouraging sustainable
movement: public transport and bicycles

3.

Transformation of the campus

Campus that is
sustainable and
well delimited,
although isolated
from its
environment and
with no life of its
own

STRATEGY

F311 Comprehensive Waste
Management

EXPECTED RESULTS
A more inhabitable
university city with
adequate services
Environmental
quality and
sustainable
development
E-administration
and global campus
with TIC

INDICATORS

2009

Target 2012

17. % Recycled irrigation
water

30%

100%

18. Photovoltaic energy
generated

1x10 kWh

6

1,2x10 kWh

19. Reduction in
photocopying paper

31.5%

50%

20. No. of trees on
campus

31,895

40,000

60%

70%

717.5 Tm

900 Tm

23. No. of students with
a disability

115

up to 150

24. No. of cooperation
projects

15

20

21. Percentage use of
public transport
22. Reduction in
emission of CO2

6

F312 Program for the saving, purification
and reuse of water
F313 Encouraging the use of bicycles
F314 International Promotion and
Welcome Centre
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ACTION PLAN
STRATEGY

1st year courses
adapted to EHEA

Map of qualifications
adapted to EHEA

Gradual
implementation
of graduate
programs
qualifications

Construction and
adapting of EHEA
spaces
Internationalization of
teachers and students

ACTIONS
Making use of exterior
spaces to turn them
into didactic spaces
Didactic Campus
Aula 2015 Program
International
Promotion and
Welcome Centre

DEVELOPMENT
F401 External teaching spaces
F402 Construction of the new building
for the Faculty of Teaching and
Education.
F403 Laboratory Building for the EPS
and University Institutes
F404 CEI Building
F405 Aula 2015 Program
F406 Languages and Translation
Laboratory of the Faculty of Philosophy
and Humanities
F407 Integration into the Workplace
Program

4.

Implanting and adapting to EHEA

STARTING POINT
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EXPECTED RESULTS
Innovative
transformation of
the teachinglearning model
Incorporating
spaces that house
innovative
modalities for
teaching-learning

INDICATORS

2009

Target 2012

7.82%

12.00%

26. % adapted
classrooms

25%

100%

27. % of foreign students
who receive support
from the Promotion
and Welcome Centre

0%

100%

25. % foreign students

Outdoor spaces for
teaching and
remodeling
classrooms
Comprehensive
support for foreign
students and
researchers
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ACTION PLAN

5.

Transferring knowledge and innovation

STARTING POINT
Good potential for
transfer through
the OTRIS and the
PCM

STRATEGY

ACTIONS

DEVELOPMENT

EXPECTED RESULTS

Creating a powerful
transference
network

Promoting a culture of
innovation
Centro de
Laboratorios de
Apoyo a la I+D
Bioincubator
Nanoincubator
Pilot Plant for
Sustainable Chemical
Activity
Encourage innovation
in small and medium
sized companies by
means of the existing
agreement with the
corporate association
s of Madrid North

F501. UAM Program for Transferring
Technology and Knowledge
F502 Portal de Conocimiento sobre la
Investigación y las Capacidades de la
UAM (PRISMA)
F503 Centro de Laboratorios de Apoyo
a la I +D (CLAID)
F504 Infrastructure for Corporate
Incubation
F505 Collaboration with the Corporate
Associations in Madrid North

Integration of the
actions of the
different agents for
that make up the
transference
network
Extending and
deepening
collaboration with
companies
Leading social,
cultural and
economic
development in
Madrid North
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INDICATORS

2008

Target 2012

28. No. of patents
requested

58

65

29. No. of PCT
extensions

42

50

30. No. of companies
with a technological
base created

11

20

31. No. of patent license
contracts signed

17

20

32. Amount for R+D and
consultancy
contracts signed (in
M€)

35.6 M€

40 M€

33. Income generated by
patent licenses (only
UAM in m€)

81 m€

150 m€

34. Surface area
dedicated to
company incubation

11,000 m

2

20,000 m

2
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ACTION PLAN

One-off actions
involving its
surroundings

STRATEGY
Turning the Campus
UAM+CSIC into a
territorial campus
for the north of
Madrid

ACTIONS
Aggregation of all of
the actors in the
territorial campus
-

-

-

Extending the
knowledge base
(nano-bio-infocogno).
Physical and
social integration
and increasing
the Campus’
physical
permeability
Institutional
integration

DEVELOPMENT
F601 Cultural Projects in Conjunction
with Town Councils
F602 “La Corrala” Cultural Centre
F603 “La Cristalera” Residence
F604 University Residences
F605 Conferences and Events
Management Unit
F606 The Campus on the 2015 horizon

EXPECTED RESULTS

INDICATORS

2009

Target 2012

Extension of the
existing teachingresearch network
by incorporating
new centres

35. No. of colleges and
university residences

3

5-6

36. Places in university
residences

973

1,600

University
residences and
homes

37. Students registered
for summer courses

1,104

1,300

38. Km of bike lanes

10 km

30 km

0 M€

4 M€

20

22

Cultural offering

Shared services and 39. Budget of the
Campus coordination
infrastructure
body
Sustainable
connectivity
40. Summer courses
Urban planning
consortium
Entity with separate
legal status that
manages CEI
programs

6.

Interaction between the campus and its surroundings

STARTING POINT

Transforming
perimeters into
avenues for future
expansion
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